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Martial Arts - Black Claw Style

Torn Lotus Defense
Core, p. 453/454

Perform a counterattack upon a successful defense to instill
into the attacker a positive Intimacy towards the stylist. If

such an intimacy exists already, it becomes a special
withering attack. Terrestrial/Mastery applies, refer book.

Flexing the Emerald Claw
Core, p. 454

Supplement an attack with an Initiative-draining poison
which also bestows a penalty to all rolls. Initiative can be

siphoned to the stylist if Black Claw Form is active.

Black Claw Form
Core, p. 454/455

Strike a defensive pose that makes an unwillingness to fight
apparent. Gain +1 Evasion and one auto-success on disengage

or withdraw rolls. Bestow a penalty to enemies‘ defense if
one of their number nearby has a positive Tie to the stylist.

Heart-Ripping Claw
Core, p. 456

Perform a decisive attack which is granted various bonuses
depending on present Intimacies towards the stylist.

Incapacitating an enemy with this attack tears out his heart.
Terrestrial/Mastery applies, please refer the book.

Outrage-Kindling Cry
Core, p. 455/456

Respond wit a counterattack to a decisive attack, which
is a persuade roll against all characters that can hear her
to turn upon her attacker depending on Intimacies for

the stylist. Resisting enters a Decision Point. Terrestrial applies.

Table-Turning Reversal
Core, p. 455

Respond to an attack with a disarm gambit with one auto
success added to attack roll and Initiative roll. On success

the stylist can steal and ready the weapon for himself,
reflexively attuning artifact weapons. 

Storm-Calming Embrace
Core, p. 455

Apply double 8s on control roll of a grapple to embrace 
your opponent. Cannot throw or savage the enemy, though
poison from Flexing the Emerald Claw continues and does

not loose duration. Mastery applies.
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Open Palm Caress
Core, p. 453

Use when rolling Join Battle. As long as one enemy has more
successes than the stylist, the opposition seems to have

initiatited hostilities. Can be seen-through with read intentions.
Gain Initiative per fooled opponent/bystander. Mastery applies

Doe Eyes Defense
Core, p. 455

Impose a penalty equal to the stylists Guile to an opponent‘s
attack roll. If the enemy has a positive Tie to the character, add

it‘s intensity as penalty.
Terrestrial and Mastery applies, please refer the book.

☑
☑

Black Claw Style Info
Created by the demon Mara, the Shadow-Lover, this style
uses misdirection, midperception and love as it‘s primary
weapons. 

Stylists cast themselves as innocent victims being aggressed
upon by violent madmen. Insidious as it is dangerous,
this style requires an unbreakable Intimacy of love towards
one‘s teacher that cannot be altered.

Weapons
• Unarmed

Armor
Incompatible with all
forms of armor.


